Novel Electrotopological Atomic Descriptors for the Prediction of Xenobiotic Cytochrome P450 Reactions.
Cytochrome P450 (CYP) is an enzyme family that plays a crucial role in metabolism, mainly metabolizing xenobiotics to produce non-toxic structures, however, some metabolized products can cause hepatotoxicity. Hence, predicting the structures of CYP products is an important task in designing non-hepatotoxic drugs. Here, we have developed novel atomic descriptors to predict the sites of metabolism (SoM) in CYP substrates. We proposed descriptors that describe topological and electrostatic characteristics of CYP substrates using Gasteiger charge. The proposed descriptors were applied to CYP3A4 data analysis as a case study. As a result of the descriptor selection, we obtained a gradient boosting decision tree-based SoM classification model that used 139 existing descriptors and the proposed 45 descriptors, and the model performed well in terms of the Matthews correlation coefficient. We also developed a structure converter to predict CYP products. This converter correctly generated 51 structural formulas of experimentally observed CYP3A4 products according to a manual evaluation.